Seamless Setup & Support
You Can Count On

Connecting
What Matters
Wherever You Go

When it comes to your phone system, connecting with the right partner counts.
Our partners count on us to deliver solutions that drive their business, and we deliver.
We take time to get to know each company we serve, and offer support and training to
help you get the most out of your phone system. We make setup a breeze and deliver
reliable, personal support and ongoing service you can count on.

Feature-rich phone systems. Awesome service.
Experience the Intulse difference.

Business VOIP Phone Solutions

What is VOIP?
VOIP stands for Voice Over Internet Protocol. Intulse phone solutions harness the
power of high-speed Internet and the latest cloud-based technology advancements
to deliver secure, reliable communication tools that maximize the potential of today’s
technology. Plus, it’s delivered with smart, budget-friendly pricing.
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Flexible Phone Solutions that
Power the Way You Work
From one extension to 1,000, Intulse VOIP business phone solutions provide you with
a flexible, feature-rich communications system that can grow and change with your
business – now and into the future. We work with companies of all sizes to harness
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Bottom line = we GUARANTEE you save
money over traditional phone providers.

Predictable Pricing.
No Hidden Fees.
Enjoy the convenience of predictable pricing with no longterm contracts and no hidden fees. One phone provider,
one bill, one set price – it’s that simple.

First-Class Features at
Your Fingertips
By choosing Intulse, you get the power of a feature-rich
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business. Our communications specialists work closely to
help select and implement features to ensure you get the
most out of your system.
Empower Mobility
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your terms! You’re in control of how and where calls are routed. No need to give out
your cell number. Use your business number to seamlessly route calls to your cell
phone when you need to be readily available. Return calls from your cell phone using
the softphone app, and leverage the power of your Intulse phone system from your
mobile device. Voicemail to email and missed call indicator make it easy to ensure
important calls aren’t missed.

Increase Customer Connections
Put an end to busy signals with virtual receptionist technology. Use call queues to
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business needs.

Cultivate Collaboration
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the power to connect with each other and your customers with the push of a button –
from anywhere!
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Integrations with many popular CRM platforms allow seamless connection to the tools
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manage your phone system. The convenience of scalability and setup also makes it
easy to add or remove extensions as the dynamics of your team changes.

Make The Better Call
Reach out to request a free phone system evaluation, and
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